SUNDAY GREEN MARQUEE:
10.00 - 11.00 Trading Tales Hugh Lupton & Jack Lynch (age- audience
dependent)
Join two of the storytelling worlds finest proponents as they draw on their vast and
wonderful repertoire, especially for you at FatE.

11.45 - 12.30 Short Shorts Peter Chand & Cath Little (Age C)
Two splendid storytellers tell short short stories, full of depth, humour and punchy
surprises.

1.00 - 2.00 The Whistler of Dreams Raphael Rodan & Erik Sjøholm (Adults only)
“The Whistler of Dreams”, is a 60-min storytelling show with live music. It all started
from a dream about Joseph from the Old Testament. With the desire to understand
his dream, Raphael decides to tell Joseph’s story. But how can one tell a story of
such a flawless character? In the attempt, Raphael strips the story from its religious
connotations, and seeks to understand it in the light of his own life. In the process his
own imperfections come to light, one image leads to another in an intense spiral
which leads to one fundamental question, “Why are we so afraid of the light?”
Singer-songwriter Erik Sjøholm accompanies the stories with his magical singing.
(Please be aware that this performance contains challenging and mature
content of a highly personal and emotive nature)

2.30 - 3.30 Favourite Folktales Kate Corkery (Age C)
Kate Corkery tells some favourite stories from her rich and varied collection of ‘Cork
Folk Tales’ “A heady mix of bloodthirsty, funny, passionate and moving stories,
taking you into a remarkable world where you can let your imagination run wild”.

3.45 - 5.00 Stories of Farewell Michael Harvey, Cath Little, Raphael Rodan, Peter
Chand
A farewell from some of FatE 2022’s wonderful storytellers, as the festival wraps up,
until we meet again on 21-23rd July 2023.

SUNDAY RED MARQUEE:
10.00 - 11.00 Wise Guise - ‘Ye Gods!’ Peter Chand & Andy Harrop Smith (Age D)
A regular high-energy Sunday morning session at FatE, which has become
legendary for its energy, silliness and profound playful idiocy. We hope you can join
Peter & Andy as they take on the gods!

11.30 - 12.30 Where Dragons Lead Suzanne & Jake Thomas (All ages)
A quest for the hidden treasures of the local landscape, brought to the surface with
song, story and spoken word.

1.00 - 2.00 The Green Hill Opened Jack Lynch (Age F)
Delighted to be returning to FatE, Jack presents a punnet of Irish folktales, casting a
jovial look at his own family’s cache of lore, unpacking some of his favourite tales and throwing a few scurrilous songs into the mix.
“A magical world of nods, winks and dry subtle witticisms…the match of anything for
sheer imagination and vitality.” (Hotpress)

2.15 - 3.30 Badlands - Lesser Known Tales of Central India Gauri Raje (Age A)
Traditional tales that follow the landscapes and seasons of the Badlands of central
and western India.

SUNDAY SILVER MARQUEE (music):
11:00 12:00 Rapsquillion – harmony workshop
1.00 – 1.45 Nick Hart
2.00 – 3.00 Jim Causley – The Poems of Charles Causley
3.15 – 4.00 BouZaTina
4.15 – 5.00 Matthew Crampton

SUNDAY PANIC CIRCUS TENT (circus skills throughout the weekend):
1.00 - 1.45 Smorgasbord Of Stories for Children Age 5 and Above Rachel
Murray
Stories for all, you're never too old.

2.30 - 3.15 Wise Witches & Scary Fairies Cath Little (Age A)

Magical songs and tales from Wales. Some of these stories are strange and sad,
some are a bit scary and some are a bit mad. Our ancestors first told them long ago
and people liked them so much they kept passing them on. Let’s pass the magic on!

SUNDAY YELLOW MARQUEE:
9.00 - 10.00 Tai Chi with Lucy Wells (just come along)
Start the day with wonderful movement and relaxation with the wonderful and sunny
Lucy Wells. Please wear loose clothes and comfortable footwear.

10.30 - 12.00 Story Round Led by Maria Whatton

12.15 - 1.15 Singing Workshop Uplifting Harmony Singing with Pauline Down
(please sign up in Box Office. Max 50.) (All ages welcome.)
Pauline offers a quick and accessible route into singing in glorious harmony together:
joyful, heartfelt, upbeat songs which are about hope, unity and change. Easy to learn
and satisfying to sing. No singing experience necessary.

1.45 - 3.15 Workshop The Stories Objects Tell Jumana Moon (please sign up in
Box Office. Max 25) (Age 14+)
Storytelling with objects - drawing on therapeutic sandtray work we will work with
small objects and miniatures to draw out personal stories or resonate with traditional
stories. We will retell our stories in pairs/small groups.

Other things to look out for:
11.30 - 12.30 Story Walk Jumana Moon & Lisa Schneidau
Leave from Walled Garden. Children must be accompanied. (Suitable for all ages)
A mixture of beautiful nature & inspired stories from Jumana and Lisa.

1 – 2 WORKSHOP - Music Workshop in the Birchwood led by Adam Beresford
Browne.

Age Guidance (provided by performers)
A - Aimed at children and families, nothing scary or gory.
B - Aimed at older children, might be a little scary for under 7s

C - 10+ Bit scary/gory
D - 12+ Mild swearing/ gore/ some adult themes
E - 16+ Adult themes: sexually explicit language/ explicit swearing/ gore
*Also please watch out for specific age recommendations

